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Question: A 2010 Skoda

Roomster 1.2 is currently in the

workshop suffering with difficult

engine starting and the engine

malfunction indicator lamp (MIL)

illuminated. There are trouble

codes relating to the throttle

control unit stored in the ECM

fault memory. Is this fault known

to you?

Answer: Yes, this fault is

known to us and it affects the

Fabia II and Roomster models with CGPA

engine code. The cause is likely to be a faulty

throttle control unit. Inspect the production

date code on the throttle control unit Fig.1.1. If

production date is before 06/12/12, replace

throttle control unit. This should rectify the

fault. 

Skoda Roomster - Hard Start & MIL on

Whether it is on a

race circuit or in

a rally, motorsport

engines require optimum

lubrication at all times to

achieve peak

performance and more

and more competitors

are turning to the Motul

300V range to meet

these extreme demands.

Motul has a proud

heritage in motorsport,

as well as one of the world’s most advanced

laboratories to develop and test lubricants in the

most extreme racing conditions. The company

launched the first 100% synthetic lubricant ever

designed for cars in 1971. This applied

aeronautical technology for the first time in the

automotive field and was named in honour of

300 victories obtained by the brand up to that

point.

Today the 300V Motorsport range of

lubricants is specifically formulated for racing

applications and reflects Motul’s technological

expertise and technology partnerships with car

manufacturers. It is formulated around Motul’s

unique ESTER Core technology, which combines

the best performing synthetic base oils including

esters, with bespoke dedicated chemical

additives. Used exclusively in the 300V range,

this technology delivers some significant benefits

such as increased power with reduced internal

friction, high temperature resistance and oil

pressure stability and improved protection

through optimised polarity for maximal

adherence of the oil film. It also means reduced

lubricant consumption through the use of low

volatility synthetic base oils. These power

boosting lubricants have been developed for

leading factory racing teams worldwide, but also

have the same availability to the general public

and the motor trade.

Alpha Lubricants, a Motul National

Authorised Distributor, specialise in the storage

and nationwide distribution of Motul’s

innovative lubricants in Ireland. It has a

dedicated nationwide sales team that can

provide up to date technical advice on Motul’s

products and specifications, along with

competitively priced products, prompt delivery

and committed after sales service.

Businesses interested in stocking
Motul’s 300V Motorsport range or any of
Motul’s automotive engine lubricants,
transmission fluids or maintenance
products, should contact Alpha Lubricants
on 021-488-9814 or email
sales@alphalubricants.ie.

300V by Motul delivers extreme motorsport
lubrication

Featured in the 2020 Sealey Vehicle

Service promotion, Sealey’s Pneumatic

Brake Bleeder provides a convenient one

man solution for brake bleeding jobs.

The Pneumatic Bleeder (Part No.:

VS0215) is a professional tool with a

pressure range, which means it is suitable

for use with ABS systems. The reservoir

holds 3 litres, providing plenty of capacity

to flush a whole system without the risk of

running dry. Two drainage method options

are available, to allow a technician to drain

brake fluid via the brake caliper, with the

bottle option for replenishing or brake

reservoir pressurising for full brake bleed.

The Sealey Pneumatic Brake Bleeder

is available at a special offer price in the

2020 Sealey Vehicle Service promotion,

available from Sealey stockists nationwide.

The 32 page promotion is packed with

hundreds of products specifically for

automotive servicing, with discounts up to

55% off list price. The promotion runs

until 31st May 2020. 

The Vehicle Service Promotion,

together with Sealey’s complete product

range, can also be viewed online at

www.sealey.co.uk  Here visitors can also

search for spare parts, register warranties,

search for setting and locking kits and

view useful new help and support pages.

Easy one man
brake bleeding
from Sealey
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